MINN-STF MEMBERS ARE MOVERS, MALEVOLENT MERCENARY MINIONS OF MANIPULATOR SAY!

Namely, Pvt. E-2, John P. Kusaka, Minn-Stf member and former University student, has gone to Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri for his Advanced Individual Training. He is being trained as a clerk. During his stay there, he may have an opportunity to visit the science fiction fans clustered around St. Louis and Columbia, Missouri. John will probably be up to the cities on leave during the first weeks of August. John is one of the local fansine publishers and a good man to meet, if you haven't yet.

Nate Bucklin, another loyal Minnstaffer, apazine publisher, folk & fink song singer, has gone to Lincoln, Nebraska, over the summer. He will be working at a harpsichord fact ory. In Lincoln, Nebraska? Yep--hopefully we will be getting his mailing address in a short while.

Alton Byron Chemak, formerly a true fan located in Alexandria, Minnesota, has moved with his family down to St. Cloud. He has been going to the State College there and is now staying at his family's new home over the summer. He will be on our mailing list, and he may be a visitor during summer.

THE REVENGE OF THE GOLDEN CARROT!

Nate Bucklin received the May 11 Golden Carrot award in absentia "just for carrots".

Fred Haskell received the gilden vegetable on May 25 for namin' a contraceptive designed especially for Mr. Spock a "Vulcanized rubber".

A very good suggestion has been made concerning printing up some Golden Carrot Award Certificates on the Dollar Ditto, so the recipient has a little bit more to show for this singular honor than just a mention in the Einblatt. Action along this line will probably be taken before the next meeting.

MOTION SECO NDED AND PASSED ON THE MEETING OF MAY 25:

"Grilnik!". That's all; just "Grilnik!".

ON THE OTHERHAND, THE THING OF IT IS...!

Other business scheduled to be discussed at this meeting today: A summer meeting schedule adjusted to the free time of our attending members. Perhaps this meeting we can come up with a name for our Newsletter that will be satisfactory all around, also.

BY THE BY, THIS IS THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION!

Let's get this mickeymouse out of the way as soon as possible; this very meeting, if possible.

I would personally and editorially suggest making the University Minnstf organization a separate and subsidiary (and self-governed to any extent necessary) organization to the present area-wide Minnstf. This way, the constitution for the University organization can be tailor made to fit the Student Activities Bureau requirements, and yet leave the parent organization free to manipulate its own organization as it will. A good analogy is the relationship between the University YDFL and the parent Democratic-Farmer-Labor party. Divergent opinions welcomed!

Ken the Fletcher
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CHEAP THRILLS!!

The Movie, Creature from the Haunted Sea will be shown on channel 11 on Friday, May 17 at 1:00 p.m. This is a "B"-grade movie released by American International pictures (home of I was a Teenage Werewolf; The Creature from the Haunted Cave, Beach-Party Bingo, Glory-Stompers, Mary Jane, Psyche-Cut, and others too nauseating to mention.)

Now, Keeping in mind that it is a low-budget, low-grade movie, and that Neil Jass will be your Television Host, I advise you to see this movie, if you have an opportunity. Though it is risky, there is a chance that you will enjoy this movie. It is funny.

Sometimes funny in spite of itself, sometimes funny on purpose, this movie gave me the impression of a great big put-on.

One of the main plot-lines concerns the troubles a boatload of Latin-American loyalists encounter because of a supposedly 'mythical' monster. However, a bit more than that goes on.

If you have the free time, and access to a TV, try tuning this movie in— if you don't think it's funny enough, you can always turn it off....

IRREVERENT INAUGURAL SONG!!

"Who's the leader of the U,
The Multiversity?
M-A-N,
G-O-S-H,
(Spelling courtesy Poetic Spelling Corporation)

PERSONALS:

Jim Young: In view of the escalation of our conflict in recent months, I feel it time to make a positive statement of policy. Statement: I am willing to meet with you at any time and at any place to discuss the settlement of the issues which confront us.

Fred Haskell

XENO!!!

XENO is a 'space war' game published by Dan Brannan--2542 North West Vaughn, Portland, Oregon--97210.

Each player starts out with 5 planets located where he chooses within a 16 x 16 x 16 grid. He builds and maneuvers warships & scoutships—he searches and fights for other players' planets. Any number can play—you can join at any time and there are many ways to win. Game fee ($2) includes magazine subscription. The zine publishes move results and 'press releases'. Write Brannan or Call Frank Stodolka or Ken Fletcher for more information.